
In one scene from this movie, the protagonist holds his friend’s baby and stares into its eyes while David Bowie’s 
verse from Under Pressure plays in the background. This movie’s protagonist is attacked by a hitman in an ultimart 
built on the site of his childhood home. The Minnie Driver-played radio DJ Debi Newberry asks callers to tell her if 
she should give another chance to this movie’s protagonist. While Mirror in the Bathroom by The English Beat 
plays, that hitman, played by Benny the Jet, is killed by this movie’s protagonist in a high school hallway. This 
movie’s protagonist proposes to Debi after saving her father, who had previously stated that professional killing was 
“a growth industry”. For 10 points, name this movie about the John Cusack-played Martin Blank returning to his 
hometown for a high school reunion.  
ANSWER: Grosse Pointe Blank  

The music video for this artist’s debut single begins with one of her friends picking her up, saying “What up, doll?” 
That song by this artist was written as a response to Freek-a-Leek by Petey Pablo, who was featured on that song. 
The chorus of that song includes a line saying “I bet you want” the title objects that also title this artist’s debut 
album. Ludacris was featured on a 2010 song by this artist that was not aired on BET due to the sexually charged 
choreography in its music video; that song was Ride. This artist’s second single featured Missy Elliot and they 
describe the beat of the song as “automatic, supersonic, hypnotic, funky fresh”, and the chorus says that this artist 
wants to see you do the title dance moves. For 10 points, name this pop and r&b singer of songs such as Goodies 
and 1, 2 Step.  
ANSWER: Ciara  

Type of location and movie required  
At one of these locations, the movie’s protagonists first encounter each other running before a scene when the hero 
flirts with the heroine while she’s trying to ignore him and read a book. A missed appointment at one of these 
locations leads to the two protagonists drinking together in a barn, and the next morning the hero pretends they had 
sex when the heroine had blacked out. The movie’s hero fights his love interest’s fiance at one of these locations 
after his Anupam Kher played father is attacked. At another one of these locations, one of the protagonists refuses to 
attend the wedding of the other, before the start of the song Ho gaya hai tujhko when he leaves her there. The movie 
ends at one of these locations with Simran running to catch up with Raj and elope with him once her father lets her 
go. For 10 points, name these locations from a 1995 movie starring Shahrukh Khan and Kajol, at which one might 
board the Eurostar.  
ANSWER: Train Stations in Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge  

On Griselda’s Bang remix, Benny the Butcher begins his verse saying that he was listening to a song about this 
family. In another song, a member of this family says he’s been driving around for “like 9 fricking hours and 45 
minutes” before he found the house he was looking for. The two brothers in this family are described as being 
“symbolic/Of you not knowing what you had 'til it's gone”, and the younger brother Matthew says he has the same 
initials as the rapper of Bad Guy. In another song, the older brother in this family describes waiting outside after a 
concert “in the blisterin’ cold” for 4 hours. While recording a tape for “Mr. I'm-Too-Good-to-Call-or-Write-My 
Fans”, that member of this family drove off a bridge with his girlfriend in the trunk of the car. For 10 points, identify 



this family of the title character of an Eminem song about an obsessive fan.  
ANSWER: Mitchells [Stan’s family] 
In one movie, a character with this first name saves his brother from falling from a roof after a race to the flag of the 
university. That character with this first name starts singing after inappropriately complimenting his chemistry 
teacher on her hair. At the request of that character with this first name, that chemistry teacher gives the tomboyish 
Sanjana a makeover because she is feeling sad about Lakshman not loving her. In another movie, a character with 
this first name kills Kanji to avenge the accidental killing of his brother Meghji. That character with this first name 
dances and flirts with Deepika Padukone’s character at the Sanera house during the song Lahu Munh Lag Gaya. For 
10 points, give the first name of the male protagonist in the movies Main Hoon Na and Goliyon ki Raasleela 
Ram-Leela.  
ANSWER: Ram  

In her first encounter with this movie’s protagonist, Nicole Bonnet accidentally shoots him when she thinks he’s a 
burglar. When asked by her father Charles if this movie’s protagonist, Simon Dermott, molested her, she replies 
“only a little”. Before the climax of this movie, Nicole accepts a marriage proposal from an American art collector 
because she does not want to waste time arguing with him. Simon buys a boomerang after a demonstration in a park 
that he uses later in this movie to set off an alarm. Simon confesses his love for Nicole and that he was investigating 
Charles’s collection of forgeries when they are hiding in the utility closet while completing the title action of this 
movie. For 10 points, name this movie starring Audrey Hepburn and Peter O’Toole about an attempt to steal a 
forged statuette from a Paris museum.  
ANSWER: How to Steal a Million  

On one song with this title, the title woman describes herself saying “Well I got courage, and I don’t like Porridge”, 
and says that she’s a virgin, which the song’s artist expresses doubt about. In that song with this title, the artist offers 
to buy the title woman a slice of pizza. In another song with this title, Kendrick Lamar describes waking up “in the 
morning to the great gatsby” after making love in the backseat of a yellow taxi. That verse ends with Kendrick 
Lamar portraying a man who commits suicide when he finds out that his girlfriend had sex with Kendrick Lamar and 
the song’s lead artist. On that song with this title, the lead artist describes a woman named Liz who sets up her 
boyfriend to be robbed and killed by the lead artist. For 10 points, give this title of songs by Slick Rick and Lil 
Wayne named after a Leonardo Davinci painting.  
ANSWER: Mona Lisa  

In his last dialogue of one movie, this actor’s character says to Nandini Khanna that his son is not dead. That 
character played by this actor finally accepts that his son is dead and allows his widowed daughter-in-law Kiran to 
go to the Jimmy Shergill-played Karan in the movie Mohabbatein. In another movie, this actors character pretends 
that he will protect Shanmugam, shortly before Shanmugam is burned alive in front of the tax collector Arjun. That 
character, Kalivardhan, played by this actor attempts to recruit Surya to fight against Devaraj in the movie 
Thalapathi. This actor played an insane retired army general who regularly said “Mogambo, khush hua” in Mr. 
India. For 10 points, name this actor who played the Thuggee priest Mola Ram in Indian Jones and the Temple of 



Doom.  
ANSWER: Amrish Puri 
This movie starts with a farmer’s son running away to fight for the gamblers in the nearest town so he does not 
waste his life farming. Near the beginning of this movie, the protagonist enters a town and is greeted by a dog 
carrying a severed human hand. In this movie, Nui, the wife of a farmer, is taken from the farmer to pay off 
gambling debt and given to the sake brewer Tokuemon. Before Unosuke dies in this movie, he asks to be allowed to 
hold his gun one last time. This movie’s protagonist decides to work towards the death of both sides in the struggle 
between the rival bosses Ushitora and Seibei. Sergio Leone unofficially remade this movie starring Toshiro Mifune 
into A Fistful of Dollars. For 10 points, name this Akira Kurosawa-directed movie about a ronin assuming the title 
role of a bodyguard.  
ANSWER: Yojimbo  

In a 2009 interview with BBC Radio 2’s Ken Bruce, Beyonce described this artist as “one of the best hip-hop 
rappers ever”. This artist was considering majoring in history at Columbia University before dropping out after the 
success of her group’s second album. On that album’s title song , this artist described herself as a “natural 
hallucinogen...turning boys to men again”, and opened her verse with “I play my enemies like a game of chess” on 
another single on that album. This artist also sang the chorus for that song Ready or Not as well as the lead vocals on 
Killing Me Softly on the album The Score. This artist sang the chorus for Nas’s single If I Ruled the World (Imagine 
That). For 10 points, name this member of the Fugees who is most famous for an album title for “The Miseducation” 
of this artist.  
ANSWER: Lauryn Hill  

Clean Versions Acceptable  
In one song featuring Busta Rhymes that samples this sentence, he repeats “Cause we - ah get down” before this 
sentence in the chorus. In that song, Fire by Joe Budden, this sentence is followed up by instructions to “light that 
‘dro” and “smoke that ‘dro”. In the movie Mean Girls, Fire plays during Cady’s house party and this sentence is in 
the background when she opens the door to a group of boys she doesn’t recognize, and this sentence is once again in 
the background just before Kevin G says he only dates women of color. This sentence is sampled in another song 
that had a surprise Kylie Jenner appearance in the music video, in which Cardi B describes herself as a “certified 
freak, seven days a week”. For 10 points, give this sentence sampled from a song by DJ Frank Ski in WAP by Cardi 
B.  
ANSWER: “There’s some whores in this house” [Accept “There’s some hoes in this house”]  

In this movie, one character spikes her husband’s smoothies with estrogen pills that cause his nipples to swell and 
adds hair-removal cream to his shampoo. At the start of this movie, Carly shows up to the house of her lover Mark 
dressed promiscuously and learns that he is married when the woman she assumes to be his housekeeper reveals that 
she is his wife Kate. When Carly tells this to the Nicki Minaj-played Lydia, Lydia replies, “and you don’t think you 
can take her?” Carly and Kate follow Mark to the Hamptons and find him on the beach with his 22 year old mistress 
Amber. For 10 points, name this movie starring Kate Upton, Leslie Mann, and Cameron Diaz, in which their 
characters all work together to take revenge on the man who was romantically involved with all of them. ANSWER: 



The Other Woman 
BBC North America’s Jon Sopel described Trump’s entrance at a January 2016 rally in Lexington, South Carolina 
to this song as an “odd combo”. This song became its artist’s first number one hit in America when it topped the 
Billboard Hot 100 in May 2011. The only change in the clean version of this song was the replacement of the word 
“shit” with “ship”. One day after her breakup, this song’s artist began working with producer Paul Epworth, who 
advised her to “be a bitch about it.” The music video for this song includes hundreds of glasses of water that vibrate 
to the beat of the drum as well as a dancer kicking up white flour in a room. This song opens with the artist singing, 
“There’s a fire starting in my heart”, and the chorus states, “We could have had it all” before saying the song’s title. 
For 10 points, name this lead single and first song on the album 21 by Adele.  
ANSWER: Rolling in the Deep  

One character from this movie is framed for the betrayal of drug kingpin Levar and has his gold tooth pulled out 
before being killed. As a kid, this movie’s protagonist sent a tape with a song to his childhood friend and love 
interest, Charlene, that was deemed inappropriate by her stepfather. While in prison for possession of drugs and 
firearms, this movie’s protagonist meets the Terence Howard-played Bama, who becomes the protagonist’s 
manager. Before he is killed, Majestic reveals that he killed the mother of this movie’s protagonist after she refused 
his advances. This movie starts with a robbery that leads to the Curtis Jackson-played Marcus Greer being shot nine 
times. For 10 points, name this movie based on 50 Cent’s life that shares its title with his debut album. ANSWER: 
Get Rich or Die Tryin’  

When Tom Petty was working on the album Hard Promises, Jimmy Iovine would ask this artist to hide in the 
basement whenever Petty visited. At the 2010 Grammys, Taylor Swift performed You Belong With Me alongside 
this singer. The title of one of this artist’s songs was inspired by the accent of Tom Petty’s wife. In that song, this 
singer mentions a “ white winged dove” that represents the spirit leaving the body upon death. This artist lent her 
vocals to the remix of Midnight Sky by Miley Cyrus. In 2019, this artist became the only woman to be inducted 
twice into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. One song by this artist began both verses with “Listen to the wind 
blow”, and the chorus of that song recalls a promise to never break the title object. For 10 points, name this Edge of 
Seventeen singer and member of Fleetwood Mac who sang the vocals on The Chain.  
ANSWER: Stevie Nicks 


